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1. INTRODUCTION 

The author and Narain Gupta constructed in [3] a family of residually 
finite, 2generated infinite p-groups for every odd prime p, as groups of 
automorphisms of regular p-trees. This was inspired by Grigorchuk’s con- 
struction in [Z] of a 3-generated infinite 2-group as a permutation group of 
subintervals of the unit interval. In [6], Merzlyakov relates Grigorchuk’s 
group to p-groups constructed by Aleshin in 1972 [l] by using automatas. 

The regularity of our definitions has allowed us to generalize our earlier 
constructions (see [4]), and gave us ready access to some of their special 
properties (see [ 51). 

The prototype of all our constructions has been the infinite 3-group 

Y= (74 z>, y3 = z3 = 1, 

Y=(Y>G~-l) (a recursive definition to be 
explained later). 

We have analyzed its structure in greater detail hoping that the acquired 
knowledge would clarify ideas concerning finitely generated infinite 
p-groups which are also residually finite, 

This paper addresses the presentation problem for 9. We prove that 

9 is not finitely presentable, 

and provide a presentation for 9 with y and z as generators and recur- 
sively defined relators. 

Although the definition of % is simple enough as a group of 
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automorphisms of a ternary tree, its presentation requires involved recur- 
sion. However, one may identify the starting idea as 

[IYY”, FLYI = ([z-l, Y-‘I, 1, 1). 

The methods developed here are sufficiently general to tackle the presen- 
tation problem for the above-mentioned generalizations. 

It is to be noted that Grigorchuk gives in [Z] a very short, yet unclear, 
argument for the nonlinite presentability of his group. 

In a second paper, we will deal with the subgroup structure of 9, and 
with determining its group of automorphisms. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

We recall the construction of 9. Let 

T: 

4 
/I\ 

//i/“/i\\ 
00 01 02 10 11 12 20 21 22 

: . . 

be the infinite ternary tree having as vertices the finite sequences CI in 0, 1,2, 
and where these vertices are ordered by CJ > 6’ provided ti is an initial 
segment of 0’. 

The permutation Z: 0 --+ 1 --, 2 + 0 extends to an automorphism of T by 

,:$J+(j+l)Ci (mod 3) 

for all finite sequences 0. 
Given the regularity of T, for any vertex t and any automorphism CI of T, 

we may define an automorphism like c1 on the subtree headed by t, and 
extend it to an automorphism of T by fixing the vertices outside the sub- 
tree. We denote this new automorphism by the tree T with tl attached to its 
vertex t. 
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With these comments we introduce the automorphism y which is 
denoted by 

: 

and note that y is expressible recursively as 

y = (y, z, z - I). 

Our group is simply 9 = ( y, .r ). 

3. A PRESENTATION DIAGRAM 

A presentation for 9 will be built up in stages. The initial stage is 

‘40 = (ao)*(80) - ~a Go= (~0, zo>> yo= (.a13 e,,e;‘) 

where 

* indicates the free product, 
2 indicates the wreath product, 
Go is an extension of a0 + yo, 8, -+ zo, 
v is the identity map. 

This is the process of substituting z0 for bo, and (fir, dl, d, ‘) for a0 in the 
free product A,. 

481/110/l-2 
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The group Y will be the limit of an infinite iteration of such substitutions 
which we exhibit in a presentation diagram: 

*2 /’ 
A2 - D, 

ILO i 

I 
” I 

I 
I 

A,-Do- G(l) A G(*)-+ -+G’“‘=$fS 

We specify the remaining elements of the diagram by the following list: 

(LzI)c(&i)P(zi)Ec3 (i 3 0); (1) 

Fr= (a, )*<bi > (i>(l); (2) 

Gi-I= CY,-~> sz-1 ) subgroup of F, 2 (s:,- 1 ) (3) 

where 

Yc- 1 = (%, e,, dz-‘) (i> 1) 

(note that all the G,‘s are isomorphic); 

dt-1: Fi-1 --H Gi-1 

theextension ofa,~l--,y,_l,~,_,~~,_l, 

K r-l =ker(4r-l) (i2 1) 

(note that all the Kl’s are isomorphic); 

(4) 

Ao=Fo, A,=Flt (zo>, 

A, = CC... (F, 2 <+ 1 >I 2 Cm,-2 >) ? -I? (~0 > (i3 1); (5) 

Do = Go, D,=G,\<zo), 

D;= ((...(G, ? (~1 >I Z (z:,-2 >I t .--) 2 <so > (iZ 1); (6) 
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I,II~: A, -+ Di is the natural extension of dj; (7) 

W$J = X K (a product of 3’ copies of K,) (i >, 0); 
3’ 

G(r) = ,jj (G"- 1)) I (i>, 1). (8) 

Observe that for i> 1, 

y(‘)= ((...((aj+ 1, ei+ 1, e~L1l), z%,7 ZIIIJe.*), zl, z;l)> 

and that 

G”’ = (y”’ z. ) > . 

As i increases, the (LZ, &)-block in y”) is pushed to the left and in the limit 
vanishes. Since the Z,‘S are isolated from each other by nested parentheses, 
we may rewrite all the 2,‘s as z, and thus arrive at 

and 

4. NONFINITE PRESENTABILITY 

We will show that 

ker$,=K,<& (the derived group of F,), 

ker $? = )( K, < )( < < (G”- ‘))’ (iZ l), 
3’ 3’ 

“07 2 ($0) (y(i) N 
7 G(““) (i>O). 

Given the last result, we would have 

9 has no finite presentation. 

LEMMA 1. Let H be a group such that H= (aa, 6), o(a)=o(&)= 3, and 
let (zt.)sCc3. DefineR=H?C,, andy=(a,&,&-‘), p=(&,P,d)elements 
of I?. Also, let 

G= <Y, z)>, r= oQG. 
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Then, 

(i) [yv,‘, y”-‘y] = ([d-l, a-‘], 1, 1) = [B-l, y-l], 
(ii) r=H’xH’xH’,fi~Ne(G), 

(iii) G/p=C,{C3, ifH/H’~C~xc~. 

ProoJ: Part (i) is straightforward. Part (ii) follows from (i) and the fact 
that r is a subdirect product of H x H x H. Part (iii) is a consequence of 

y”(yqqyI.-‘)& (&g-2+4, ,2&-K, &k&-C+/) (mod r’), 

for ;,j, RE (0, 1, 2). 
Since GJ(G,)’ z C, x C3, clearly K0 < Ph. By the same token, Ki < F: for 

i > 0. On applying the previous lemma, we have 

ker $, = X K, < )( F; < (G(O))‘. 
3 3 

Similarly, it follows that 

for i3 1. 

ker$,=)(Ki<)(F:<(G”-“)’ 
3’ 3’ 

For every i3 1, F; is a free group and G(‘- ‘) contains X3, F: as a sub- 
group of finite index. A direct application of the next lemma proves that 
G”’ 5 G(‘+‘) for i30. 

LEMMA 2. Let X be a finitely generated group with two subgroups Y, Z 
of finite index in X. Suppose Y and Z decompose as direct sums of A and e 
free groups, respectively. Then, k = 1. 

ProoJ: Let 

Y= i Yi, z= i z,, 
1=1 #F=l 

where Yls, ZA’s are free groups, and suppose k 3 8. 
Let M= Y n Z. Then, as [X: M] < co, it follows that Mn Y, # 1 for all 

i. Let MO = I;“= I M n Yj, and choose yz E Mn Y,, yI # 1, for every i. Then 
for Y =Y, .h..., Ye, 

C,,(y) is a direct sum of A infinite cyclic groups. 

Now, on considering C,,(y) < C,(y), we arrive at R = e. 
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5. RECURSIVE PRESENTATION 

Suppose 

is a presentation for G(O), where the +Z;S are commutator words. We will 
show how to extend this presentation recursively to a presentation for 53. 

The a.3 are words in 

the free generators of the derived group Fb. We will write Us= u,(LJJ”). 
Note that K, x 1 x 1 is generated by the F, x 1 x 1 conjugates of, and thus 

by the ( y(“‘)G’o’ conjugates of, 

Mq),, 1, l), 1 difk, 1 <a<4. 

Let F be a free group, freely generated by - L1,32>z3, and define 

a, =&(z*, z2, z3)= [r,‘z;‘, z1z2] 

az = /if’ ) &=Al’, I*, zz a;‘=‘, 

Then, on substituting y”‘, (y”‘)‘O, (r’“‘)““’ for zl, z2, z3 in the Ai’s we 
obtain 

~y)=/z,op), (p’)‘“, (p’)‘?) = (Cal, ~11,Llj 
= (c(,‘), 1, I), 

/ii’)= (c$l), 1, l), ai”= (c$“, 1, 1), 

a;*‘= (Ck’), 1, 1). 

Thus. 

(2% I (c”‘) 3 1 J ) 1) = tl[(a(l) 1 2 a&l), np, a$“) 

zz ,.(1(l)) 
1 d 

(1 di<R). 

Let 
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Then, the following is a presentation for G(l): 

(ao, do ( a; = e; = 1, &Jo’) = 1, UQJr)) = 1 (1 did&, 1 <j<4)}. 

This process is clearly inductive and leads to a recursive presentation 
for 3. 

6. A FINITE PRESENTATION FOR G(O) 

We will delete the subscripts from our symbols in G(O) (= Go). Thus, 

G=(y,cr:)dFl(cr:)=A, 

F= (a)*(e), y=(lz,e,e-‘), 

where 

(a) Lz (d) E (z) 2 (y) E c,. 

Also, 

G=T. (x>, r= (y)“. 

Furthermore, we have 

induces an automorphism of G. 
The main problem in obtaining an explicit presentation for G lies in 

codifying the ‘*parentheses development.” For instance, how does one 
obtain the element ([a, 61, 1, 1) from a presentation? This is easily gotten 
within G = G(j): 

yfl= (.a4, d, w=Y(b, a 1, 11, 

CY, PI = (Ce 81, 19 1). 

We will give a presentation for 6 and from it derive a presentation for G. 

PROPOSITION 3. The following is a presentation for 6. 

G= (p, y, r~ 1 (i) p’ = 1, (ii) _y3 = c3 = 1, 

(iii) LF, PI = 1, 
(iv) (Parentheses DeveZopment) 
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(v) (Commutation of Components) for Y = {[y’, _B”] j i, j = + 1 ), 

Y centralizes Y”, 

(vi) (Induced Action on Components) 

((j-J)“‘cr(yd)7.1) a-@-‘2 = 1 (aeY, i,j= kl)}. 

Proof Let 

be the extension of _y --f y, zz -+ Z, p + p. We note that 

G=G.<p). where G = <y, F >, 

_G=r. CT>, where r = (_y > G. 

Clearly then, 

IG/r,l d35, and G/_rl z G/r 

Hence, 

Let w be a word in y, /3. Then, 

4% B) = (da, a 44 4, w-‘, 8)). 

Clearly, 

thus, 

is an isomorphism. 
We will show that -I decomposes as 

r=AA”A”-‘, 

where 
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By relations (v) in the proposition, the three subgroups 

A, A”, A”-’ 

centralize each other. By relations (vi), the product dd”d”-’ is normalized 
by 2, and thus is a normal subgroup of G. It also contains r, by relations 
(iv). The desired equality will be a consequence of 

cyly-“,y-q-ll = r/t 71. 

This is shown by developing the left-hand side to the point where relations 
(iv) can be used to transform the commutators from r into commutators 
from (y, P), then relations (vi) are used to transform the conjugators from 
r into conjugators from (2, /I), then relations (v) are used to collect the d, 

- #, d c -’ elements. As 

we have that 

Now, clearly, as A affords a natural F’-presentation, 4 jr, is an 
isomorphism. But then, by the first paragraph of the proof, ker 4 = 1. 

At this point one can apply the Schreier-Reidmeister process to obtain a 
presentation for G. However, we will approach the problem directly by 
describing the action of /I on G. For this purpose, we introduce the follow- 
ing notation: 

(i) let 

AZ,, Z2,Zd’ EZlZ,, ezy’l Zl> 

r(zl,z2? 4 = CZlZ2, WIIZI 

be words in zl, z2, z3 free generators of some free group, 

(ii) for CO an element of (y ) * ( CJZ) define the symbols 

(w)~” = 0, (0)~’ = p(o, CfP:, co” -I), 

(cay-’ = q(o, co*;, 0% -‘) 

and let 

[co, /?“I = w-‘(o)@“, [p, o] = [co, p”]-‘. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let 

_G = (2, z / I. Relations (iit of the previous proposition, 

II. (Automorphism) 

0) ((_yW = (yYm’, ((2 Y-Y = C_yY, ((_yW’ = ((_yYY =_y, 
(ii) for every relation w(_y, ys, yz-‘) = 1 in list I, - - 

Qmv, (YY”, (JY” -7 = 1, - - 

w((y)p-‘, oq-“, oq-‘” -‘) = 1) (116 relations). 

Then, _G s G. 

Proof. It is straightforward to check that _G admits an automorphism 
fl: r?; -+ c, _y -+ (_Y)~, and that 

_G.<p>re, _G E G. 
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